Halloween
Halloween MacQueen
Fast and fabulous diy! Our designer
inspired Halloween MacQueen top hat
features couture’s scariest icon the skull.
Easy to make. Fun to wear.

What’s Needed:
Costume Felt Top Hat- Party City
Mini Skulls- Target or Party Supply Shop
Ribbon (1.5” width/ approx. 25” for rosette)
Black Tulle- (6” wide, 1 yard)
Foam Balls- (5 pieces 1.5” )
Sticker Gems- ( 12 small red)
Scissors and Craft Knife
Needle and Thread (for ribbon rosette)
Guerrilla Hot Glue and Hot Glue Gun

Designer Notes:

We choose a classic black felt top hat and scarry
skulls to make our Halloween MacQueen
however, the simplicity of this design make it
extremely versatile. Switch it up by using a glitter
top hat or steeple hat (witch) with spiders, ravens,
eyeballs or skeleton body embellishments.

How To Make It: Ribbon Rosette
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1- The ribbon rosette is actually a Harper Daisy Mum without the
center. Click link below for instructions. Follow petal steps only.
https://www.bluarlan.com/wpcontent/uploads/sites/5414/2019/09/Harpur-Daisy-Mums-.pdf
Set finished rosette aside. It will be used below in Step 9.

How To Make It: Preparing Skulls
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To give structure to flexible skulls insert a foam ball. 5 skulls will be needed.
2- Cut around the back quarter of the skull using a craft knife.
3- Remove cut piece and discard.
4- Squeeze foam ball into skull.
5- Shave pieces of foam off using craft knife if ball is too big to be inserted. Set skulls aside.

How To Make It: Hat
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6- Tie a loose knot in the center of the 1 yard piece of tulle. Hot glue knot to the front of the
hat approx. 1.5” above brim. Place one piece of tulle on each side of the hat.
7- Wrap tulle loosely around tulle to the back of the hat.
8- Knot pieces together to secure. Tie tulle a large bow. Fluff up tulle on each side. Cut tulle
ends to desired length.
9- Center and hot glue the ribbon rosette on front of the hat.

10- If needed, shave the foam flush to
the edge of the skull.
11. Hot glue the back of one skull to the
center of the ribbon rosette.
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12. Glue two additional skulls on each
side of the hat. Keep skulls equally
spaced.
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13- Finish by hot gluing a red gem in each
eye socket.

Complete the look with:
•
•
•
•
•

Harley Quinn Inspired Makeup
Coloured Contacts
Faux Leather Jacket
Skull Choker
Skeleton Glovers

14- To create a skull choker, poke a hole on each
side of a skull. Thread a 24” piece of ribbon through.
Glue gems on eyes. Tie on neck using a bow.
15- Click link below for skeleton glove instructions
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https://www.bluarlan.com/wpcontent/uploads/sites/5414/2019/10/Goodie-Grabbing-Gloves.pdf

See More DIY Ideas at www.bluarlan.com
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